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Chap. XXIII. On over-manufacturing.
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of the natural and almost inevitable
( 227 . ) One
consequences of competition is the production of a
supply far larger than the demand requires . This
usually arises periodically ; and it is equally impor¬
tant , both to the masters and to the workmen , to
prevent its occurrence , or to foresee its arrival . In
situations where a great number of very small capi¬
talists exist , —where each master himself works and is
assisted by his own family , or by a few journeymen , —
and where a variety of different articles are pro¬
duced , a curious system of compensation has arisen
which in some measure diminishes the extent to
which fluctuations of wages wrould otherwise reach .
This is accomplished by a species of middle - men or
factors , persons possessing greater or less capital ,
who , whenever the price of any of the articles in
which they deal is greatly reduced , purchase it at
a low' price on their own account , in the hopes of
selling it at a profit when the market for it is better .
These persons , in ordinary times , act as salesmen or
agents , and make up assortments of goods at the
market price , for the use of the home or foreign
dealer . They possess large warehouses in which to
make up their orders , or keep in store articles pur¬
chased during periods of depression ; thus acting as a
kind of fly - wheel in equalizing the market price .
o
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228 . ) In the greater establishments , the effect of
is different . When an over sup¬
ply has reduced prices , one of two events usually
occurs : the first is a diminished payment for wages ;
(

over - manufacturing

the other is a diminution of the number of hours
during which the labourers work , together wuth a
diminished rate of wages . In the former case pro¬
duction continues to go on at its ordinary rate : in
the latter , the production itself being checked , the
supply again adjusts itself to the demand as soon as
the stock on hand is w' orked off, and prices then re¬
gain their former level . The latter course appears ,
in the first instance , to he the best both for masters
and men ; hut there seems to be a difficulty in accom¬
plishing this , except wdiere the trade is in few hands .
In fact , it seems to he necessary , for its success , that
there should he a combination amongst the masters or
amongst the men ; or , what is always far preferable
to either , a mutual agreement for their joint interests .
But a combination among the men is difficult , and is
always attended with the evils arising from the ill will which exists against any who , in the perfectly
justifiable exercise of their judgment , are disposed
not to act wdth the majority . The combination of
the masters is on the other hand unavailing , unless
the w' hole body of them agree : for if any one master
can procure more labour for his money than the rest ,
he must be able to undersell them .
( 229 . ) If we look only at the interests of the
consumer , the case is different . When too large a
supply has produced a great reduction of price , it
has opened the consumption of the article to a new
class , and has increased the consumption of those
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who previously employed it : it is therefore against
the interest of both these parties that a return to
the former price should occur . It is also certain ,
that by the diminution of profit which the manu¬
facturer suffers from the diminished price , his inge¬
nuity will be additionally stimulated ; and that he
will apply himself to discover other and cheaper
sources for the supply of his raw material ,— to con¬
trive improved machinery which shall manufacture it
at a cheaper rate , — or to introduce new arrangements
into his factory , which shall render the superinten¬
dence of it more perfect . In the event of his
success by any of these courses , or by their joint
effects , a real and substantial good will be effected .
A larger portion of the public will receive advantage
from the use of the article , and they will procure
it at a lower price ; and the manufacturer , although
his profit per cent , on each operation is reduced ,
will yet , by the more frequent returns on the larger
produce of his factory , find his real gain per cent . , at
the end of the year , nearly the same as it was before ;
whilst the wages of the workman will return to their
level , and both the manufacturer and the workman
will find the fluctuations of demand less considerable
from being dependent on a larger number of cus¬
tomers .
( 230 . )

It would be highly interesting , if we could
the history of
any great manufacture , the effects of gluts in pro¬
ducing improvements in machinery , or in methods of
working ; and if we could shew what addition to the
annual quantity of goods previously manufactured ,
was produced by each alteration . It would probably
o 2
trace , even approximately , through
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be found , that the increased quantity manufactured
by the same capital , when worked with the new im¬
provement , would produce nearly the same rate of
profit as other modes of investment .
( 231 . ) Supposing new and cheaper modes of
producing not to be discovered , and that the pro¬
duction continues to exceed the demand , then it is
apparent , that too much capital is employed in the
trade ; and after a time , the diminished rate of profit
will drive some of the manufacturers to other occu¬
pations . What particular individuals will leave it
must depend on a variety of circumstances . Supe¬
rior industry and attention will enable some factories
to make a profit rather beyond the rest ; superior
capital in others will enable them , without these
advantages , to support competition longer , even
at a loss , with the hope of driving the smaller
capitalists out of the market , and then reim¬
bursing themselves by an advanced price . It is ,
however , better for all parties , that this contest
should not last long ; and it is important , that no
artificial restraint should interfere to prevent it . An
instance of such restriction and of its injurious
effect occurs at the port of Newcastle , where a
particular act of parliament requires that every
ship shall be loaded in its turn . The Committee
of the House of Commons , in their Report on the
Coal Trade , state that , “ Under the regulations
“ contained in this act , if more ships enter into
“ the trade than can be profitably employed in
“ it , the loss produced by detention in port , and
“ waiting for a cargo , which must consequently take
“ place , instead of falling , as it naturally would
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“ upon particular ships , and forcing them from the
“ trade , is now divided evenly amongst them ; and
“ the loss thus created is shared by the whole num “ her . ” — Report , p . 6 .
( 232 . ) It is not pretended , in this short view , to
trace out all the effects or remedies of over - manu¬
facturing ; it is a difficult subject , and , unlike some
of the questions already treated , requires a very
extensive combination of the relative influence of
many causes .

